progeny of a cross between Lycopersicon esculentum and L pimpinellifolium grown under field conditions were scored for 18 quantitative traits of economic interest and 10 segregating genetic markers. Each parental strain was homozygous for one allele of each marker. Four of the markers were electrophoretic, and six were morphological. Three pairs of the genetic markers were linked. An algorithm described previously based on maximum likelihood technique was used to estimate the parameters of loci affecting the quantitative traits linked to the genetic markers and the recombination distance between quantitative trait loci and marker loci. The parameters of quantitative trait loci linked to two genetic markers were also estimated by solving for gene effect and recombination frequency from the independent equations derived from each marker. In general there was close correspondence between estimates obtained from the two methods. Except for cases where highest likelihood was obtained at complete linkage, results of the approximate maximum likelihood technique were within the parameter space, i.e. recombination frequencies between zero and 05 and positive variance estimates. Unreasonable results were obtained when the assumptions of the method were violated. These results support those presented previously based on simulated results and a positive control indicating that, for samples of this size, accurate estimates are derived by the maximum likelihood technique. A genetic map of quantitative trait loci is presented.
INTRODUCTION
Most traits of economic importance in higher organisms can be classified as quantitative in nature, i.e., the observed phenotype is the joint result of the roughly additive effect of a large number of genetic and environmental factors.
Theoretical (Elston and Steward, 1973; Hill, 1975; Jayakar, 1970; Soller eta!., 1976; Soller eta!., 1979) , and applied studies (Tanksley et a!., 1982; Vallejos and Tanksley, 1983; Zhuchenko, et a!., 1979b; Weller et a!., 1986) have demonstrated the utility of marker-based methods for the indentification of quantitative trait loci (QTL). Weller (1986) presented an algorithm based on an approximate maximum likelihood (ML) technique to estimate the linkage distance between a QTL and a linked genetic marker, and the biometric parameters of the QTL. Accurate estimates * Present address: Institute of Animal Science, ARO, The Volcani Center, P.O. B.6, Bet Dagan, 50250, Israel. were derived with this method for simulated data for QTL with effect greater than 10 phenotypic standard deviation, and for a known QTL affecting plant height linked to an electrophoretic marker. In this study results are presented on the application of this method to twelve quantitative traits measured in a population of 1691 F-2 progeny of a cross between Lycopersicon esculen turn and L. pirnpine!lifoliurn. These results are also compared to estimates of QTL effect and location obtained by an alternate method applicable when two genetic markers were both linked to the same QTL. MATERIAL 
AND METHODS
Description of the experirnent. Experimental details were presented by Weller et a!. (1986) . Strain LA13 of L. escu!enturn (provided by Dr C. M. Rick) was crossed with strain CIAS27 of L. pirnpine!!fo1iurn (provided by Dr R. Frankel), with the latter as male parent. Eighteen quantitative traits were measured on the field grown plants.
The parental strains differed in six morphological and four electrophoretic markers. The morphological markers were all recessive, but four of them, anthocyanineless (a), potato leaf (c), dwarf (d) and lutescent (1) were discernable in monthold seedlings. Heterozygous and homozygous dominants were distinguished by progeny test. It was not feasible to progeny test for the remaining two morphological markers, yellow fruit (r) and pigmentless epidermis (y), and therefore they were not included in the ML analysis. Of the electrophoretic markers three were peroxidase loci (per-i, per-3, and per-b) , and one was an esterase locus (est). Description of the maximum likelihood analysis.
The approximate ML algorithm used to determine the recombination proportion between the QTL and the genetic marker (rj, and the biometric parameters of the QTL was described by Weller (1986) . The algorithm was applied only in those cases where a significant effect on a quantitative trait in the F-2 population was associated with one of the eight genetic markers where all three genotypes were determined. The ML method is contigent upon the following assumptions: (a) The distribution of the trait values within each QTL genotype is normal. (b) The effect on the quantitative trait associated with the genetic marker is due to only one QTL. (c) The effect of the QTL on the quantitative trait can be both additive and multiplicative, but not of a higher order. As noted by Zhuchenko et a!. (1979a) , multiplicative QTL effects will result in differing within genotype variances for the quantitative trait.
Six of the quantitative traits measured: number of nodes to first flower cluster, plant size, ratio of fruit to vegetative growth, flowering earliness, fruit earliness, and number of locules per fruit, were unsuitable for analysis by ML because their distributions were not continuous. All the remaining traits except plant height had significant skewness or kurtosis. Since the ML analysis method assumes an underlying normal distribution, the following transformations were applied:
where y is the transformed trait value, x is the untransformed trait value, and a, b, c, d, e and f are constants. Equation (1) was used for moderately skewed distributions (gi values below 1.0) and internode length, and equation (2) proportion. This recombination proportion, denoted rc, was taken as the boundary value of the confidence interval.
As shown previously on simulated data (Weller, 1986) , the ability of the method to distinguish between complete and partial linkage is positively correlated with the magnitude of the effect of the QTL. This result was tested on the marker-trait combinations with approximate ML at complete linkage, by computing the correlation between rc and the effect of the QTL, estimated as XMl! -XM22, where XMl! and XM22 are means for the quantitative trait in F-2 standard deviation units of the individuals homozygous for alleles 1 and 2 of the marker.
--
The regression of XM11 -XM221 on r was used to estimate the power of the method as a function of QTL effect, i.e., the ability of the method to detect incomplete linkage if present.
(1)
This regression was denoted as follows:
where g is the y-intercept and h is the regression. Assuming symmetry, the recombination proportion with a marginal power of 095 to reject the hypothesis of complete linkage for a given markerlinked effect can be computed from the left-hand side of equation (3).
The method was also tested on a sample of marker-trait combinations that violated the assumptions on which the method was based.
Other statistical analyses. Two additional sources of information were used to corroborate the results of the maximum likelihood algorithm. Zhuchenko et al. (1979a) S.E. = (6/n1 + 6/n2)112 (4) where n1 and n2 are the sample sizes of the two homozygous groups, respectively (Weller et a!., 1986 ).
In addition, the ten genetic markers included three linked pairs. An estimate of linkage distance, denoted r, was derived, if the difference between the double homozygous means was greater than the difference between the single homozygous means for both loci. This method was used for all eighteen quantitative traits, including the six traits with discrete distributions. It was assumed that: (a) only one QTL was responsible for the effect, (b) this QTL is located in the chromosomal segment between the markers, and (c) recombination intereference was not found in this chromosomal segment, i.e., r= r1+r2, where r is the recombination frequency between the two markers and r1
and r2 are the recombination proportions between each of the genetic markers and the QTL. The following equations can then be formulated:
where XM11N11 and XM22N22 are the means of the (3 F-2 individuals homozygous for the linked markers M and N; /1A11, /A12, and ,aA22 are the means of the three QTL genotypes, respectively; and the other terms are as defined above. The product r1 r2 willbemaximumwhen r1 = r2. Eveniftherecombination proportion between the genetic markers is 04, r1r2 will be no greater than 004, and (r1r2)2 will be no greater than 00016. Assuming that there were no events of double recombination within this chromosomal segment, the following approximate equality can then be derived:
Then after Soller et a!. (1976) ,
(8)
where XMl1 and XM22 are the means of the individuals homozygous for alleles 1 and 2 of marker M, respectively; and XNII and XN22 are the means of the individuals homozygous for alleles 1 and 2 of marker N, respectively. Substituting from equation (7), and solving for r1 and r2:
If X11 was significantly different from XM22, but XN11 was not significantly different from XN22, then r1 was computed from equation (10) and r2 was computed as r -r1. If both markers had significant effects on the trait, then both r1, and r2
were computed from equations (10) and (11). The final estimate for r1 was the mean of this estimate and r-r2, with r2 estimated from equation (11).
RESULTS
The transformations used and the biometric parameters of the transformed values are listed in table 1. Although the transformations were constructed to minimize skewness, kurtosis was also reduced in the transformed distributions. After transformation, kurtosis was above 05 for only three traits:
internode length, the number of flowers per cluster and fruit index. The ML algorithm is therefore (5) inappropriate for these traits. The marker loci having significant effects on the quantitative traits are given in Weller et a!., (6) 1986. The expected number of detectable QTL per were available, the observed means and variances of the marker locus genotypes for the quantitative traits, the means and variances of the genotypes of the QTL estimated at approximate ML, the rL value, the log likelihoods at complete linkage and at ML, and the ratio of likelihoods between ML and complete linkage are listed. The first five combinations in table 3 are for cases in which pairs of linked marker loci allow calculation of rB. The effect of est on plant height has been discussed in detail previously (Weller, 1986 ). The ML results are in close correspondence to the hypothesis that the QTL for this effect is the recessive locus d, located a distance of 38 map units from the locus est. ra values were not computed for the effect of per-b on plant height, and the effect of d on seed weight, because in both cases, the difference between the double homozygotes of the linked pair of loci was no greater than the effect associated with the marker that had a significant effect. This indicates that the QTL is not located between the two markers, and hence the rB estimate is not appropriate. Of the three cases where positive r8 values were computed there was a significant discrepancy only for the effect of per-3 on leaf weight. In this case the difference between the two estimates was 14 map units, which is probably well within the confidence interval of the estimates, as the sample size for this combination was only 654 plants. The likelihood ratios for the effects of c and per-3 on leaf weight, and the effect of c on pH were <50. Thus the hypothesis of complete linkage cannot be rejected for these combinations, despite that for two of these loci, r was above 030.
Significant skewness differences were found only for the effects of est and I on plant height. rc values for the combinations presented in table 4 ranged from 001, for the effect of d on plant height to 032, for the effect of per-i on reducible sugar concentration, with a mean of 024. The mean value for IXMI1-XM221 was 0'49 F-2 standard deviations. The correlation between rc and XM11-XM221 was -086. This result, which is significant at p <001 with6 degrees of freedom, supports previous simulation results that the ability of the method to distinguish between complete and partial linkage is mainly a function of QTL effect (Weller, 1986) . The regression of marker effect on rc was -023, with a y-intercept of 035. Thus for a gene with an effect of equal to the phenotypic standard deviation, and ML at complete linkage, the expectation for rc is 012. Assuming symmetry, the confidence interval in an experiment of this size (n = 1600) for recombination between a marker and a QTL of this magnitude with ML at partial linkage can be estimated as cM. was estimated for five additional marker-trait combinations in which the assumptions of the method were violated: the effects of d and 1 on internode length, the effect of per-i of fruit index, the effect of d on fruit weight, and the effect of a on TSS. Internode length and fruit index had kurtotic distributions after transformation, and for TSS and fruit weight the assumed number of effects per marker was greater than one. Approximate ML was obtained with a recombination proportion greater than 03 for all three combinations involving traits with kurtotic distributions. Furthermore, likelihood ratios were all above 1011, as compared to a maximum value of 3 108 in table 3. For the effects of d on fruit weight and a on TSS, approximate ML was found at complete linkage. The effects of a on TSS and d on fruit weight were 04 and 10 F-2 standard deviation units, respectively. Nevertheless, rc values were 035 and 014, respectively. This may be due to the presence of several QTL, which together yield a "diffuse" effect. Despite the fact that ML was obtained at complete linkage, the skewness difference for the effect of a on TSS was significant and in the direction indicating partial linkage.
In addition to the 20 marker-trait combinations listed in tables 3 and 4, an additional 28 putative QTL were mapped by linkage to pairs of linked genetic markers using the r estimate, as described above. The locations of all 48 mapped QTL are shown in fig. 1 . Most of the QTL mapped are located on the first three chromosomes. This is due to the fact that the linked pairs of markers were located on these chromosomes, so that both mapping techniques could be utilised for these chromosomes. Clusters of three or more adjacent effects are located at positions 30 and 61 on Chromosome I; 66 and 70 at Chromosome II; and 29 on Chromosome III. Three of these clusters are located adjacent to the morphological markers: y, d, and r, and are likely to be pleiotropic effects of these markers. (18) 37 (18) next to any of the electrophoretic markers. The two effects linked to I are also likely to be pleiotropic effects as both of the traits in question, stem width and leaf weight, are clearly affected by this gene.
DISCUSSION
This study represents the first attempt at an extensive mapping of QTL in an economic organism. Previous more limited studies using a variant of the r8 method have been applied by Tanksley et a!. (1982) and Vallejos and Tanksley (1983 In general there was good correspondence between the results for rJ, rB and the skewness differences between the homozygote distributions. r8 estimates are likely to be more reliable, than the r estimates, but can be calculated only when two linked genetic markers bracket the QTL.
The approximate ML results were generally reasonable when the first two assumptions of the method were not violated. Exceptions were the effect of per-b and / on plant height. In both cases a linked locus located about 40 cM from the marker was found to be much more likely than the null hypothesis of complete linkage. The postulated effects were greater than the effect of d on plant height, and the likelihood ratios were much higher . (2, 11) . (4,7) - (10) - (16 (11) 42 (18) 53 (17) 57 (7) 59 (10) (Tanksley et a!., 1982; Weller et a!., 1986) .
Recombination proportion at approximate Ml was below 02 for only two of the combinations listed. This is unexpected in view of results on simulated data (Weller, 1986) which in most cases demonstrated a bias in the direction of underestimation of recombination. As noted by Weller, et a!. (1986) , since 180 marker-trait combinations were tested, a few "spurious" significant effects can be expected by chance. Prior knowledge is not available as to the expectation for TL when the main effect associated with the marker is an artifact.
In simulation studies of QTL with effects equal to 10 phenotypic standard deviation unit and complete linkage to the marker, mean estimated recombination proportion was 0036 and the standard deviation of estimates was 0033 (Weller, 1986 ). An approximate upper confidence limit; the mean plus two standard deviations, would yield a recombination proportion of 0102. This is comparable to the value of 012 estimated in this study from field data. Thus the results presented here support the conclusion of Weller (1986) that for a QTL of 10 standard deviation units the method is able to differentiate with good power between complete linkage between the QTL and the marker and a recombination proportion of 02, but not for loci of smaller magnitude. The results obtained for the combinations that violated the assumptions of the method were distinctly different from those obtained for combinations which did not violate the assumptions of the method. However, it is not clear why there was a significant skewness effect associated with the effect of the locus a on TSS.
At present the main obstacle in the application of this technique to the location of genes affecting traits of economic importance, is the lack of suitable genetic markers differentiating the inbred lines used to form the F-2 populations of interest. It is possible that in the near future, this problem may be overcome by the use of restriction fragment length polymorphisms which are likely to be quite common throughout the genome (Beckmann and Soller, 1983) . Once techniques become available for the mass screening of individuals for these markers, both the rL and re mapping techniques described in this study should be useful in determing the approximate map locations of markerlinked QTL.
